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ROGER S. BAGNALL 

The Taxes of Toka 
SB XVI 12324 Reconsidered 

H. C. Youtie published this text (P.Mich. inv. 439) with the description of "complaint 
about a sitologos" in BASP 16 (1979) 145 -147'. Hs major point of interest is a list of 
tax rates, unfortunate1y broken off after the first few entries, which Youtie compared to 
P.Oxy. XVI 19052

• This list was appended to the cover document, which was addressed 
to a person whose name (and tide, if any) are lost after the artic1e -cl{>. Youtie's commentary 
to this letter is brief, as are his notes to it, and I believe that he misunderstood the nature 
and part of the contents of the papyrus. Here is the text 3 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

-cl{> [ 
]~Y [ 

Emo1'] I1a1tvouSte; ö Crt'tOAOyoe; -cfje; TOKa 
1t po<pacrl~et 111'] SEAroV -cu 0lllloma 1tA ll-
procrat Ka-ca~lrocrov 0llArocrat -co Ka-cu -Cl'tAOV 
OtU -co 111'] SEAetV au-cov -ceAdv E<p' lcrlle; 
liAAroV XtAlrov -Ce-cpaKocrlrov upouprov 
-cou au-cou VOIlOU -CU1troSEv-cov Eva Kai E
Kacr-cov -Cl'tAOV Eil IlEcrep -cfje; KcOlllle; KWcOSeroe; 
Ile-ca~u -cou lille-CEpOU 1l0U ywuxou Kai -crov 
Ilt~ovrov -cfje; KcOlllle; Kai -crov VOlltKaplrov 
Kai -crov Ilt~ovrov -crov K'tll-coProV. oiS"Croe; 
-co KUS' EV' vauAou SaAaniae; (Ollvaplrov IlUptUOee;) Ke;' ßoup06vrov 
(Ollvaplrov IlUpUIOee;) Ke" 1tpt[llt1tlAOU 5 - 6] . .E 
Atvfje; [ 

This he translated, " ... Inasmuch as Papnouthis, the sitologos ofToka, makes excuses 
in his unwillingness to pay in fuH the public dues, deign to publish the tax schedule, since 
he is not willing to pay at equal rates on another thousand four hundred arouras in the 
same norne, each and every tax that was fixed within the village of Keuothis by the 

I Reprinted in Scriptiunculae Posteriores I, Bonn 1981, 53 - 55. 
2 Among other texts of this period with tax schedules or extracts from them are SB V 7756, PSI VII 741, 

P.Fuad Univ. 30, P.Oxy. XLVIII 3424, and P.Laur. IV 172. 
3 I am indebted to Traianos Gagos for having a photograph made for me, and I owe helpful comments 

on an earlier draft to Dominic Rathbone and Klaas A. Worp. 
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coöperative efforts of my landlord4
, the notables of the village, the officials acting for 

the norne, and the more important of the landlords. Herewith the itemized list: transport 
charges on a seafreighter 260,000 denarii; on mules 250,000 den. ; for the primipilus ... " 

From the introduction: "The document is a petition. The name and title of the 
addressee are lost in the opening lines, but he is presumably the strategos (exactor) of the 
Oxyrhynchite norne. The petitioner is in all probability an estate agent, doubtless acting 
directly or indirectly for his YEOi3XO~ (cf. line 10). He here presents a complaint against 
a certain Papnouthis, who is identified as the sitologos ofToka. The petitioner's concern, 
however, is not with Papnouthis in his official capacity, but with his refusal to pay certain 
taxes at the set rates. This accusation is based on the level of assessments established after 
a discussion by the headmen of the village of Keuothis, where Papnouthis possesses 1400 
arouras, with certain norne officials delegated for this purpose and the more important 
of the landed proprietors .. . The recipient of the petition is requested to give publicity, 
primarily doubtless for the enlightenment of the sitologos, to the tax schedule as it was 
fixed at the conference." 

There are serious difficulties with this understanding of the text. The most obvious 
is perhaps that sitologoi were villagers, and no villager can possibly have owned 1400 
arouras, let alone in a village other than his primary residence, where he would be sitologos. 
Such a figure would exceed the largest metropolitan holding (spread across several pagl) 
in P.Herm. Landl. Papnouthis' recalcitrance must in fact be connected to his official 
duties, and not to his private estate. 

Secondly, "petition" is not an appropriate description of the text. It has none of the 
structure or normal supplicating vocabulary of a petition. Moreover, it conc1udes with 
an official tariff for posting. A petitioner to the exactor would not attach such a document. 
He might ask the exactor to send hirn a copy of it, but he would not be in the position 
of dictating it or even transmitting it to the exactor. Rather, this text is a letter written 
from one man to another, requesting the recipient to post publicly an attached schedule 
of rates (analogously to, if at a much lower level than, P.Cair. Isid. 1). The absence of 
the writer's name at the beginning confirms this interpretation. In a petition, one puts 
the name of the recipient first, followed by his title, then one's own name. Here, the name 
was preceded by some other element. 

And yet this is clearly written from inferior to superior, even if the difference is not 
great. A c1ue is provided by lCa'ta~i(Ocrov, which comes into use in the fourth century in 
private letters. Its context is virtually always from inferior to superior, though the social 
distance generally seems modest rather than vast5

. A peasant would not use it to his 
landlord, but the writer's need of the assistance of the recipient could be expressed in a 
way more deferential than lCaA.&~ 1toti]crEt~. Some examples of the openings of these papyri 
will give the phrasing expected here: 

4 Y outie cites one parallel for TJ!-lE'tEPOU !-l0u, which seems in fact to be a distinctively fourth-century 
usage. See also P.Panop. Beatty I. 69, P.Abinn. 35 and 50, and P.Oxy. XIX 2235. 1t is certainly a eolloquialism; 
there is no example in the TLG (CD-ROM C). 

5 M. Naldini, II Cristianesimo in Egillo, F10rence 1968, 77, 14n. describes it as a "formula di urbanita 
eomunemente usata nell'eta bizantina, ehe attenua il tono volitivo dell'espressione". That is tme as far as it 
goes, but it fails to reeognize the relative status of the writer and recipient. 
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P.Henn. 8 = Naldini 83 (4c): t({l ÖEcr1tOtlJ j.l.ou ttj.l.lC.o[ t]o.tQl Kai EUÄaßE[ cr ]to.tQl "A1ta 
'looo.vvlJ H[ ... 'A]ßpao.j.l.. 

P.Abinn. 33 (middle 4c): t({l ÖEcr1tOtlJ j.l.ou 'AßtVVEQl KÄTJj.l.o.tto<;. 
P.Ant. 11 92 (4/5c): \)1tOj.l.v[TJ]cr[tt]KOV [E]j.l.OU 'Iooo.vvou 1tpo<; tOV ÖEcr1tOtTJ[v] j.l.ou 

äöEÄ<p[o]v'Ava[crJto.crtov. 
P.Ant. I 44 (4/5c): lacuna in line 1, followed by 'Epj.l.o.j.l.j.l.ooVt; writer's name in line 

2; addressee referred to as tOU Ej.l.OU öEcrno'tou (13), öEcrnOta (21). t({l öEcrno'tlJ j.l.ou is 
certainly to be restored in line 1. 

P.Neph. 19 (4c): t({l KupiQl j.l.ou ttj.l.tooto.'tQl1tatpi IIauÄQl tO KOlVOV tmv ano KOOj.l.TJ<; 
Nijcroov. Line 4, öEcr1tOta 1to.tEp. 

It seems clear enough that we must restore ti{> ÖEcr1tOtlJ j.l.ou followed by a name6 in 
the dative in line 1, with the sender's name in line 27

. The epistolary character of the text 
is thus confinned8

• In the circumstances, we might expect the writer to have a weak 
command of Greek syntax. And, in fact, there are problems in the understanding of the 
Greek to which we must give some attention. 

First, however, a look at the tax rates is of interest. The two figures surviving before 
the papyrus breaks off are that for naulon thalassion, at 26 myriads per aroura, and 
bourdonon at 25 myriads per aroura. For naulon, it is interesting to compare P.Oxy. 
XLVIII 3424, where a surtax (npocrai'tTJ<n<;) of 8 myriads 2 talents per aroura is imposed. 
In a brilliant analysis, Jean-Michel Carrie has shown that at the normal value of the 
solidus during the period 360- 375, this superindictio equalled (thus doubling) the basic 
rate of a solidus per 243 arouras given as the rate in P.Oxy. XVI 19059

• Both of these 
texts, therefore, are probably to be dated in the same year, and that is probably 37210

• 

The rate for naulon in P.Mich. inv. 439 is about 3.1 times these rates (260,000 vs. 83,000). 
When we compare bourdonon in the same manner, it is a lower ratio, 2.38, but roughly 
in the same range. Since, as Carrie has shown, rates remained relatively stable through 
the century, we must then suppose that we are dealing with a time when gold was priced 
somewhere between roughly 2.4 and 3.1 times what it was at the time of the earlier 
schedules. That point is reached, more or less, by the 380s, when gold is a little over 
2,000,000 ta1./lb. to judge from the various indications availablell

. That yields a terminus 
post quem, but the course of gold in the following years is poorly known and it does not 

6 Which can have been preceded by some other title, like ltQ'tpi, since the introductory phrase occupies 
only 12 letters of the roughly 30 letters per line; admittedly the opening letters are rather 1arge and somewhat 
fewer may have occupied this line. 

7 Such openings are extremely common in the numerous requests for assistance directed to Abinnaeus. 
8 By itself 'tq. öE<J1t6'tU !l0U does not guarantee much of a social gulf, as one can see from the tone of 

near-equality in P.Oxy. XLVIII 3420; the oE<J1t6'tT]C; in question writes to this correspondent addressing hirn as 
Kuplcp in 3419. 

9 "Observations sur la fiscalite du IV· siede pour servir a I'histoire monetaire", L'inj1azione nellV secolo 
(Rome, forthcoming). The value is equivalent to 968,164 tal./lb. of gold. 

10 Carrie n. 28. 
11 R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth Century Egypl, Atlanta 1985,46-47. 
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seem possible on this basis to set any terminus ante quem l2
. Since primi pi/on generally 

runs around an eighth or a ninth of bourdonon13
, it is a reasonable guess that the figure 

here was 3 myriads. 
The difficulties of the Greek are several. The first is at the end of li ne 6, in the phrase 

. Eq>' 'Lalle;. Youtie commented, "= E1t' lalle;: 'equally,' i. e., 'in the same way, at the same 
rates, at the rates agreed upon'''. He thus took what followed, {j) . .t"rov XlAlroV 'tE'tpuKoalrov 
apouprov wu Utl'tOU VOIlOU, as dependent on 'tEAdv. Now 'tEAdv always occurs with a 
direct object or with apreposition governing what follows. One pays taxes, or rent, or 
interest; or one pays on behalf of land (or something else). I have not found a single 
instance of a genitive directly depending on the verb l4

. Equally peculiar, in fact, is E1t' 
lO'1le;, which as far as I know occurs otherwise in the papyri only in P.Oxy. XXIV 2412. 
57, where it precedes an amount in drachmas which is then added to a following figure 
for polI-tax to get a total paid. The editor there comments, "The expression here is 
obscure." The expression is, however, common in Greek literatureIS, where it has essen
tially the same meaning as all of the prepositional uses with 'laoe;, "on an equal basis" 
or "equalIy". It seems worth considering making the following phrase depend on Eq>' lalle; 
rather than directly on 'tEAdv, that is, to translate "because of his unwillingness to pay 
on the same basis as for another 1400 arouras." The main objection to such an inter
pretation is that laOe; takes the dative for a complement, and I have found no use of Eq>' 
lalle; in which it has adependent genitive. Given a choice, how~ver, such genitive-for
dative interchange is more acceptable, especially at this date, than a construction of 'tEAEiv 
directly with a genitive. 

The next major difficulty is the construction of 'tU1tro9EV'tOV in li ne 8. Y outie, without 
comment, "corrected" it to 'tU1tro9EV'tU and construed it with what followed, EVu Kui 
EKua'tov 'ti'tAOV, translating "each and every tax that was fixed." This all must in turn 
be taken as in apposition to 'to KU'to' 'ti'tAOV in line 5, after a long interruption. The 
placement of 'tU1tro9EV'tOV, however, if it is to be taken with what folIows, is not attributive, 
as Youtie's translation requires, and the absence of adefinite article is acutely embar
rassing. The necessity of assurning the long interruption of the construction, as well as 
the postulation of a gross case error, can be avoided by taking this as a genitive absolute, 
with only a trivial omega / omicron interchange: read 'tU1tro{)EV'troV, EVU Kui EKua'tov, 
'ti'tAroV Eil Ilsaep K'tA.: "tax rates having been determined, each and every one, etc."16. 

The force of IlE'tU~U still requires thought. Tax rates were set by the imperial ad
ministration, and proclaimed at the level of the norne and, presumably, the pagus by the 

12 Youtie described the hand as an ancestor of that in PSI XII 1265, which is now datable fairly securely 
to 426 (see P.Rainer Cent. 122 introd.) and dated it to the late fourth century. The hand seems to me characteristic 
of the last few decades of the 4th century and the very start of the 5th . 

13 Cf. J. Gascou and K. A. Worp, ZPE 56 (1984) 122-126. 
14 A survey of usage in the authors in the TLG suggests that this is not only a papyrological quirk. 
15 There are over 450 instanees in the TLG, with philosophical usage the largest eontributor but a very 

wide range of users. 
16 The idiom Eva il1cacrtov (Kai here is original; there is not one instance in the TLG) is surprisingly searce 

in the papyri. It is not registered in Preisigke, WB, and I can eite only P.Mert. II 98. 17 und SB XII 10884, 
the former ofthe sixth century, the latter from 200/1, neither with Kai. It is found over 150 times in the TLG, 
however. I take it here to be used as if in the idiom Ka!)' Eva EKacrtOV (one of the commonest idioms in the 
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appropriate officials. It is diffieult to envisage the situation in whieh a eonferenee of one 
land lord, the village headmen, the nomikarioi17

, and the larger landowners (presumably 
of the village) get together and simply deeide what the rates are to be. And yet there is 
no doubt that the word typieally is used with referenee to agreements 18

• The probable 
answer emerges from P.Oxy. XLIX 3500, a marriage eontraet of the third eentury, in 
whieh a woman gives herself in marriage. They reeord (lines 9 - 12), EO''tu9T] OE EV 
UA[A]i]AOtC; IlE'tO~U [AÖ]pT]Airov LlwychoC; LlWYE[VOUC;] Kai ~apa1t[i]rovoC; nauAEivou 
UIlCP[O'tEP]rov O'UVOIlOCP[UA]rov: "This mutual agreement was made in the presenee of 
Aurelius Diogas son of Diogenes and Aurelius Sarapion son of Paulinus, both members 
of the same profession" (the profession in question being embalming). This usage derives 
essentially from the spatial sense of the word, but has something more than that here, a 
sense of being witnesses and perhaps even of assenting. We may thus suppose that the 
various parties here were present, or at least represented, at the publie posting19 of the 
rates, in effeet giving their assent to them. 

Why does the writer deseribe the 1400 arouras as "ofthe same nome,,20? What norne? 
The most plausible response is that it is the same norne as Keuothis21

• A elue may be 
found in the faet that Keuothis is referred to as being part of the Kynopolite Norne in 
the sixth eentury; as Pruneti says, the loeation of that norne, adjoining the Oxyrhynehite 
on the East22

, "rende abbastanza verosimile l'ipotesi ehe possa trattarsi della KWIlT] altrove 
attestata eome appartenente all'Ossirinehite,m. If the norne referred to here is the Kyno
polite, then, that nome's links to the Oxyrhynehite were as elose in the fourth eentury as 

TLG). Sec LSJ s. v. d~ 1 (f). The writer's use of Ka8' EV in line 13 suggests that this is what he had in mind. 
But it is possible that it is meant as an accusative of respect. lt is perhaps worth recording that Eva Kat' EKacrtOV 
(for Eva Ka8' EKacrtOv) is definitely not a possible reading in line 8. 

17 Youtie's translation "the officials acting for the norne" far outreaches what is known of these officials, 
who were involved in rural tax-collection. They do not appear to have been of particularly elevated status. Cf. 
J. Gascou, Les grands domaines, la eite et !'etat en Egypte byzantine (Recherches d'histoire agraire, fiscale et 
administrative), Travaux et Memoires 9 (1985) 58 n. 329, who describes the nomikarios (following Skeat) as 
"un agent public s'occupant des levees dans les zones rurales." In P.Oxy. XLIV 3190, cited by Youtie, the 
prytanis orders the komarehs and demosioi of Pakerke to send up with a nomophylax a former nomikarios and 
his mother, because Isidora has petitioned against them. Village residence seems clearly implied, and with it 
modest standing. 

18 See CPR V 15, 12n. The word also has spatial and chronological senses, as weil as a use in decisions 
between parties in a suit. 

19 tu1t6co has a remarkable range of meanings, including 'stamped', 'settled', and the like. Noteworthy in 
the present context are Athanasius, Expositiones in Psalm os (pG 27. 429. 15), Ka8a1tl:p tv crtT]A.1J tU1tC08Etcra 
IiEliotat toie; 'Iouliaiotc; (sc. 1') E1taYYEA.{a), cf. John Chrysostom, In Psalmos 101-107 (pG 55. 639. 37); Gregory 
ofNyssa, E1tEllit) to{vuv 'tOfhov 1')llüC; a1tanEltE tov Myov, mix {l1tA.IDc; a1tO crt6llatoc; aA.A.U ypallllacrt tU1tC08EvTU. 

20 Accenting v61l0u does not offer any obvious sense to the passage. 
21 Rathbone suggests that the phrase implies that the writer is in a different norne from his (presumably 

Oxyrhynchite) addressee, but to me the reference implies (if anything) that both writer and addressee are in 
the Oxyrhynchite and that the note concerns another norne; a reference to the norne in which one is located 
as "the same norne" seems less likely. 

22 The site of Kynopolis itself has been disputed; I incline to think it was on the East Bank as shown on 
the TAVO map (B V 21) by H. Heinen, at Sheikh Fad!. But the norne certainly included villages on the West 
Bank. 

23 P. Pruneti, I centri abi/ati dell'Ossirinchite, Florence 1981, 84 (Pap. Flor. 9). 
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later, when it seems practically a dependency24. But why would the sitologos of Toka be 
involved with it? Toka, described as relatively unimportant by Daris25, was in the middle 
toparchy of the Oxyrhynchite, near Peenn026. Hs only other fourth-century attestation is 
in the undated P.Princ. II 100. It never appears in the Apionic documents. Curiously 
enough, Peenno also vanishes from the documentation after the third century27. In fact, 
a large part of the villages of the Middle Toparchy do a disappearing act at the beginning 
of the fourth century. No fewer than ten of twenty-five villages in tbis toparchy have no 
attestations after the introduction of the pagi, and the pagus number is known for very 
few28. Since the Oxyrhynchite possesses an abundant documentation from the fourth 
through sixth centuries, this is a surprisingly high level of "mortality"29. No such pattern 
is visible in the Hermopolite nome30

. It may be suggested that somewhere early in the 
century, perhaps precisely at the time of the creation of the pagus system, achunk of the 
Oxyrhynchite's Middle Toparchy, which adjoined the Kynopolite, was administratively 
transferred to it and remained apart of it for the remainder of Roman and Byzantine 
rule. Most of the missing places, in fact, can be linked together in a locational diagram, 
even though their exact location is unknown31 • 

I propose the following translation: "To my master NN, from NN. Since Papnoutbis 
the sil%gos of Toka is making excuses, being unwilling to pay the taxes, please be so 
good as to publish the detailed tax schedule, because of his unwillingness to pay on an 
equal basis with another 1400 arouras of the same norne, though the tax rates, each and 
every one, have been posted in the middle of the village of Keuothis in the presence of 
our landlord and of the village headmen and of the nomikarioi and of the larger land
owners." 

The situation, then, will be something like the following32
. The writer is the agent 

of a geouchos at a locallevel, whether a phrontistes or similar appointee in charge of an 

24 That could be just a product of the structuring of the Apionic management system. 
25 S. Daris, Stud. Pap. 19 (1980) 116. 
26 Pruneti 205 - 206; 1tEpi IIEEvvro 1tA."aiov ÖVtOC; TOKu KcOll"C;, P.Oxy. XLI 2997. 
27 See Pruneti 141. 
28 See the artic1e ofDaris cited above, n. 25, the list ofPruneti, p. 236, and that of J. Krüger, Oxyrhynchos 

in der Kaiserzeil, Frankfurt am Main 1990, 265 - 308. Exc1uding some doubtful cases, the following seem to 
vanish: Tholthis, Kerkeurosis, Mastiggophorou, Melanthiou, Nemera, Pakerke, Peenno, Petenouris, Senopothis, 
and Toka. Istrou, which in Daris and Pruneti had no late attestations, appears in P.Wash. Univ. 28 (6j7c), 
reminding us that some of these could yet occur in later texts. Melanthiou is uncertain; it does appear in P.Col. 
VIII 238, of thc second half of the fourth century, but it is not certain that this is thc same place (cf. p. 154 
n. 76). The other toponyms in the papyrus point to the Upper Toparchy. 

29 Given the large volume of fourth-century Oxyrhynchite documentation, it cannot be attributed merely 
to their absence from Apionic holdings or responsibilities. 

JO M. Drew-Bear, Le nome Hermopolite, Missoula 1979, 351- 373 (Am. Stud. Pap. 19). 
J1 See Krüger (above, n. 28) 52, diagram 5, in which Nemera, Senopothis, Melanthiou, Pakerke, Peenno, 

Toka, and Keuothis can all be found to the left of an imaginary line. Krüger's diagram is constructed on the 
basis of links between villages found in various papyri. One could also add Pamis, not attested after 160 and 
linked to Nemera in SB VIII 10192, which is the only other village included in the diagram not mentioned 
earlier. Renate Müller-Wollermann (letter of 28 February 1991) remarks that a similar transfer of West Bank 
distriets of the Oxyrhynchite to the Kynopolite is attested for Pharaonie times. 

J2 It should be obvious that this reconstruction is ofTered by way of hypothesis (in the Popperian sense 
in which that term is used by Peter Medawar, Pluto 's Republic [Oxford and New Y ork 1982] especially "Induction 
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estate, or an employee for the purposes of tax collection, as Papnouthis and Dorotheos 
in P.Oxy. XLVIII so regularly were. He writes to a higher-ranking employee of the same 
landlord, perhaps his pronoetes in Oxyrhynchos. The writer's responsibilities inc1ude areas 
once in the Oxyrhynchite but now in the Kynopolite, probably Keuothis, Toka, and other 
neighboring areas. In Keuothis, the tax rates have been published in the presence of all 
of the major players, but in Toka the sit%gos is refusing to acknowledge them, perhaps 
claiming that their relevance was limited to Keuothis. (He has presumably rejected the 
rates outright, since posting them would not be a relevant solution if he had accepted 
them for some land.) The writer asks his correspondent to arrange for a similar publication 
in Toka, so that its land will come under the same schedule and the taxes will be collected 
in the right amounts. It is difficult to say why the geouchos and hence his subordinates 
have the type of responsibility they do, and without having more than a terminus post 
quem for the date, argument is probably vain. But it is possible that he has a direct tax
collection liturgy like that of epimeletes, or that he has a high er post like that of praepositus 
pagi. It is even conceivable that we have here the broadening responsibility of large 
landowners which marked the growth of the "Iarge estates"33. 

The writer's Greek is also of some interest. It is not free from stylistic infelicity, but 
we have seen several instances in which he uses (not necessarily quite correctly) idioms 
rare in the documents but common in literature, and particularly the writers of the fourth 
century. He would hardly be described as highly educated, the kind of man likely to have 
read these writers. But Athanasius, at least, must have had a significant impact on the 
discourse of bishopsthroughout Egypt by way of his festal letters and other writings, 
and one is left wondering if OUf writer had heard these idioms - none of them specifically 
Christi an in content - in sermons or other religious contexts. 
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and Intuition in Scientific Thought", pp. 73 -114), not with any claim of finality. As with most letters, the 
things left unstated prevent certainty about many aspects. 

JJ For which see J. Gascou, Les grands domaines (above, n. 17) 1-90. 


